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she brought kids joy with her ‘magical’ toys. and hid her own misery until it became unbearable.
NEW HIRES Following nine years of rapid growth, Cousins Maine Lobster is investing in deepening its connection
to the industry in Maine with the announcement of its newest hire, Annie Tselikis.

psychology and law bridging the
I am an Associate at law firm Stone King LLP with six years post qualification experience. My route into law was
typical of its time; 3-year law degree, 1-year legal practice course, and 2-year

annie tselikis joins brother, cousin at cousins maine lobster
Reducing news to hard lines and side-taking leaves a lot of the story untold. Progress comes from challenging
what we hear and considering different views.

insight into a legal apprenticeship at cambridge law firm stone king
Police are encountering more mental health calls. PENNSYLVANIA-Pennsylvania State Police responded to a call
about a possibly suicidal person standing on a Route 80 overpass in Bartonsville on Dec. 30

today’s premium stories
In 2017, congressional Republicans capped a tax break that benefits America’s highest-earning households and
people with multimillion-dollar homes. Coastal Democrats have been trying to get it back

mental health calls are common for police in the poconos. is there a better way to respond?
The arrival of Covid-19 on Irish shores triggered a sea-change in how education was delivered here but over one
year on, we asked how it has impacted student choices as they look to decide what

why a $10,000 tax deduction could hold up trillions in stimulus funds
Yvette Phillips-Aldama spent decades as a dedicated member of the Oakland community-- serving as a spiritual
leader in her Afro-Cuban religious community, sitting on

how might covid-19 affect students’ third-level choices?
An initiative spawned in Southern California holds hopeful signs for how to heal fractured relationships between
law enforcement and the people they serve.
a ‘game changer’ for police-community relations
The coronavirus crisis shows that too much emphasis has been placed on technological skills over people skills.

ice cream and insistence: a case of overcriminalization for black women in oakland
Northampton County held a memorial ceremony on Sunday to honor those who lost their lives. The event, held in
front of the historic Northampton County Courthouse, brought guests together to honor more

people skills needed: lawyers ‘sell comfort, not advice’
Emmanuel Lulin has a storied history in ethics and compliance shaped by his time hunting Nazis as a teenager.
The recently retired chief ethics officer of L'Oréal was honored for Lifetime Achievement

northampton brings community together: ceremony honors lives lost, but saved
Former gymnasts from the taxpayer-funded Australian Institute of Sport outline allegations of child physical,
psychological and sexual abuse, going back decades.

from nazi hunter to acclaimed ethicist, emmanuel lulin honored for lifetime achievement
The growing defence of South Africa's beleaguered constitutional democracy is bolstered by African thinker
Mahmood Mamdani's latest book.

abuse of gymnasts reported at australian institute of sport over decades
Former gymnasts from the taxpayer-funded Australian Institute of Sport outline allegations of child physical,
psychological and sexual abuse, going back decades.

south africa’s 1994 ‘miracle’: what’s left?
Instructions are listed in the College Key Dues section of this newsletter. We’ve created a secure online form that
you can reach by clicking the “Donate” button on our web page. Under the capable

ais accused of ignoring decades of allegations of physical and psychological abuse of gymnasts
President Joe Biden will push the case for his $2.3 trillion infrastructure plan in the reliably Republican state of
Louisiana — directly challenging GOP lawmakers who say that low taxes for

college key newsletter — fall 2017
This is an ultimate throwback but one of the best episodes we’ve ever had on Habits and Hustle. Tom Bilyeu, cofounder

biden to push his big infrastructure plan in gop stronghold
Bang Si-hyuk, the cerebral, intense-yet-avuncular mogul-producer who founded BTS’ record company, Big Hit
Entertainment (now HYBE), signed RM first, in 2010, and gradually formed BTS around the rapper

habits and hustle re-release! episode 5: tom bilyeu – co-founder of quest nutrition and impact theory –
importance of mindset, routines, and habits
AL DÍA recently spoke to David J. Johns of the National Black Justice Coalition about the future of the fight for
equal LGBTQ rights in legislation.

the triumph of bts
Sunday marks the 75th anniversary of one of the worst train wrecks in Illinois history in which 45 people were
killed and many more injured.
two trains, one tragedy: remembering the deadly wreck that shook naperville 75 years ago
The law doesn’t demand proof the accused was sub-human. To go a little into the particulars of this case, in his
court papers, he sounds as if saying: “I was hurting and I meant no harm. If she

standing up to anti-lgbtq bills is not a choice, but a necessity
Melissa Bernstein and her husband built their company Melissa & Doug into a $500-million-per-year toy empire.
But it didn’t lift the dark cloud in her mind.
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surrounding community. PGM is divided into sections that produce different media, including the Graphic

understanding abusers doesn’t justify abusiveness
Across The Laighin’ is the quarterly magazine published exclusively for the benefit of Official Members. The
second edition went live in March and over the coming weeks we will be giving Leinster

an overview of the pepperdine graphic media staff
Business & Finance media group, in partnership with Ibec, has launched an index of the top 100 companies
leading in wellbeing.

across the laighin: a long way from clare to here
After a painful year of joblessness, the future has finally brightened for Alycia St. Germain, a 22-year-old college
senior at the University of Minnesota.

leading in wellbeing top 100 companies 2021 – business & finance, in partnership with ibec, launches
index – part 4
In 2017, congressional Republicans capped a tax break that benefits America’s highest-earning households and
people with multimillion-dollar homes. Coastal Democrats have been trying to get it back

job market for new grads: much hiring but much competition
Mary McNeaney, counsellor, former nurse, psychologist and career-long advocate for women’s rights and health,
died peacefully on March 16th, 2021, from motor neurone disease (MND). She was a founder

$10,000 tax break could complicate biden spending plans
Last year’s National Nurses Week theme “The Year of the Nurse” continues for 2021, with front-line nurse
caregivers fighting to save lives during the COVID-19 pandemic that began in early 2020. Then,

mary mcneaney o’rourke obituary: well woman founder and reproductive rights advocate
One complaint by one woman can destroy your good name forever, even if you did nothing wrong.” There are not
a lot of false claims of abuse except by abusers. Abusers also abuse the law — what a
they claim harassment, he claims libel, then meanwhile, what should we remember?
Pepperdine Graphic Media is a student-produced media group serving the Pepperdine campus and its
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